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THE LEGACY
For All Those Who Love the Lakes Region of New Hampshire
Welcome to Our AmeriCorps Members

A Tremendous
Contribution to LRCT’s
Land Stewardship
It is very exciting for me to work with
the AmeriCorps service members who
joined LRCT this spring. Not only are
they dedicated and energetic workers, but
they bring different life experiences, fresh
perspectives, and great ideas to LRCT.
The LRCC program reminds me of my
own wonderful experiences working with
Appalachian Mountain Club “hut croo”
members as well as with stewardship
interns over the years. There’s something
special about collaborating with a team
of people on an inspiring project in the
outdoors.

In May LRCT enthusiastically welcomed its first Lakes Region Conservation
Corps (LRCC) service members. The LRCC program is an AmeriCorps service
program that enables aspiring conservation professionals to develop critical skills,
gain valuable experience, and receive certifications in key areas. The program
is designed to ensure that LRCC members become capable of independently
handling a variety of important activities and responsibilities in the environmental
conservation field.
LRCT’s LRCC service members are engaged in a vigorous six-month program,
during which they will maintain miles of trails, work on property management
projects such as bridge and kiosk construction, update property boundary
markings and signage, monitor conservation easements, remove invasive plants,
and assist with property-related research and recordkeeping projects. In addition,
they will serve as island and property hosts at LRCT’s conserved lands and lead
guided excursions and other educational and outreach activities.
The LRCC program is based at the Squam Lakes Association, with additional host
sites at LRCT and the Squam Lakes Conservation Society. Service members receive
a living allowance through the national service program and will receive the Segal
AmeriCorps Education Award upon successful completion of this service term.
LRCT is very grateful for theAmeriCorps service members’ valuable contributions
to our work. Check the LRCT website and our next newsletter for updates on their
progress and accomplishments.

Together, we are accomplishing a great
deal and are going to accomplish much
more this fall. Getting started in the
conservation field can be a challenge,
and I’m proud that LRCT and the LRCC
program are helping to educate and
train a team of young conservationists
and providing a great opportunity for
launching careers in this field. Thank you
in advance to all of the service members
for their tremendous contribution to
LRCT’s land stewardship and for their
commitment to land conservation and to
the Lakes Region.

—Dave Mallard

Reflections

The Lakes Region Conservation Trust was
founded in 1979 to conserve the natural
heritage of New Hampshire’s Lakes Region.
Our conservation and stewardship work
preserves community character, conserves
critical wildlife habitat and diverse
ecosystems, protects natural landmarks and
scenic landscapes, and provides outdoor
recreation opportunities for people of all ages.

As we work to complete the Ossipee
Mountains conservation easement
described in this issue of The Legacy, we
are reminded that many of LRCT’s most
significant achievements are the product
of multiple land transactions over time,
each building on the last, accomplished
through the dedication and generosity
of a succession of landowners, family
members, and LRCT supporters,
volunteers, and conservation partners.

Bates. The project builds on the
tremendous generosity of the donors of
the original Tewksbury Brook property
and of nearby conservation easements.
And the LRCT lands northeast of Squam
Lake on which we have just granted
conservation easements were protected
through a multi-transaction effort with
extraordinarily dedicated and generous
supporters and conservation partners in
that part of the Squam Watershed.

For more than 20 years, conservation
of land in the Ossipee Mountains has
been one of LRCT’s highest priorities.
Permanent protection of the magnificent
landscape of The Farm Trust property
will be the latest in a series of LRCT
projects—involving Thompson family
lands, the Castle in the Clouds property,
and lands of the Burrows family, the Rice
family, and others—conserving more
than 10,000 acres in the Ossipees and
contributing to the total of 21,150 acres
in the Ossipees conserved by LRCT and
other organizations.

So many of LRCT’s most notable land
protection accomplishments—think
also of Piper Mountain in the Belknaps,
Sewall Woods in Wolfeboro, and Red
Hill in Moultonborough—are the result
of a series of transactions, sometimes
over many years. As we work on each
new project, we have great appreciation
and gratitude for those who have had
a vision for what could be attained
and have taken the first steps, as well
as for those who are inspired by these
achievements and continue working to
enhance and expand the conserved lands
for the future.

This pattern is not unique to the
Ossipees. Elsewhere in this newsletter
you will read about the expansion of
LRCT’s Tewksbury Brook Preserve,
thanks to the generosity and
commitment of George and Nancy

Stay Connected
LRCT Online

Sincerely,

Donald S. Berry, President

www.lrct.org

Stay in touch with LRCT to:
•
•

stay informed about progress on land conservation and stewardship projects;
know about upcoming events, like volunteer workdays and guided
excursions; and
• learn about LRCT initiatives.
Visit our website and sign up for LRCT e-blasts, and follow us on Instagram and
Facebook.
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Together with our dedicated community of
supporters, we have conserved more than
145 properties totaling over 25,000 acres.
These conserved lands encompass many of
the special places that define our unique and
spectacular part of New England, affording
everyone abundant opportunities to explore
and connect with the natural world and
establishing a legacy of conservation for
future generations.
—————————
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Major Conservation Project in the Ossipees
Conservation of land in the Ossipee Mountains has long been one of LRCT’s highest priorities,
and we are proud to be working on a major new conservation project in the northern Ossipees in
Tamworth. The land to be protected through LRCT’s purchase of a conservation easement—1,615
acres owned by The Farm Trust—encompasses scenic mountain summits and slopes, the upper part
of the Cold River Valley, productive farmland, working forests, and pristine wilderness.
This property has a wide array of qualities that make its permanent protection particularly
significant. It includes substantial wildlife habitat highly ranked by the NH Fish and Game
Department and land identified by The Nature Conservancy and the Open Space Institute as
having great value as resilient landscape—naturally resistant to drought, flooding, and changing
temperatures—and as a significant area of biodiversity. It contains woodlands used for sustainable
forestry, virtually untouched wilderness areas and old growth forest, and farmland used for livestock
pasturing and haying. The land affords access to Larcom and Little Larcom Mountains on abutting
LRCT land, and opportunities for nature education and scientific study, and it provides critical
protection for vernal pools and the water quality of Cold Brook, a tributary of the Bearcamp River.
Finally, the property’s scenery is unsurpassed.
The planned conservation easement will ensure that all of these qualities
are protected forever, and the land will become part of a 21,150-acre
conserved landscape in the Ossipee Mountains, including thousands of
acres already protected by LRCT. This project is critical to the ongoing
efforts to preserve unspoiled landscapes in the Ossipees and the habitat
corridor connecting the Ossipees to the White Mountains. We are very
grateful to The Farm Trust for wanting to work with LRCT to pursue
their conservation vision for this magnificent landscape.
LRCT is working toward a fundraising goal of $1,500,000 with an
expectation that the project will be completed this fall, and we have
raised or received commitments for over three-quarters of this amount.
To learn more or to make a contribution, please visit lrct.org/conservedlands/recent-land-projects/.

New Look, New Space, and Reduced Carbon Footprint at LRCT
If you have driven by LRCT Headquarters recently, you have
probably noticed some big changes. We’ve given our building a
fresh coat of paint and a new roof, as well as other renovations:
More Office Space
We have converted our garage into permanent office space. The
converted space is particularly important as it provides needed
room for the new AmeriCorps service members and members of
the permanent staff. The renovation and conversion project was
funded by extraordinarily generous donors to whom we are deeply
and eternally grateful.
Green Energy—Solar Panels
We have added solar panels to the roof, with very generous
support from the Thomas Haas Foundation and in partnership
with the Plymouth Area Renewable Energy Initiative, Mauchly
Electric, and New England Commercial Solar Services. A portion
of the cost of this project will be funded by LRCT’s forest carbon
project. The solar panels are easily seen from Route 25B, so we
hope that other property owners will be inspired to consider solar
power.
Green Energy—Car Charging Station
If you use the lower parking lot at LRCT’s Headquarters, you will
see a new electric vehicle charging station behind the building.
We are very excited to have this resource. If you have an electric
vehicle and come to LRCT for a meeting, a visit, or a hike at
LRCT’s Center Harbor Woods property, we hope you will have an
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opportunity to plug in your
vehicle and take advantage
of the solar power to
energize your car for the
drive home.
Energy Efficency
Upgrades
In addition to all of these
visible changes, we have also
implemented significant
energy efficiency upgrades.
These include new lighting
and windows, improved
insulation, and conversion
of some of our energy use
from oil to solar-powered electricity through the installation of
heat pumps to heat and cool a portion of the building.
This project reflects a great collaboration among LRCT
staff, trustees, and contractors, including Jeff O’Neil Custom
Carpentry, Jim Saindon LLC, Squam Lakes Plumbing &
Heating, Shane Halsey Painting, Daniel Zimmer Construction
LLC, Mauchly Electric, and The Home Beautiful. Our sincere
appreciation goes out to everyone who has contributed their
talent and time to bring this project to fruition.

Tewksbury Brook Preserve Expansion Made
Possible by Dedicated Conservationist
Not long before his death this past
winter at the age of 86, George Bates
and his wife Nancy Bates donated a 40acre parcel in Sandwich to LRCT. This
property is adjacent to, and expands,
LRCT’s 408.5-acre Tewksbury Brook
Preserve donated by Stephen and Wendy
Gaal in 2009. This additional land
further connects the Tewksbury Brook
Preserve to the abutting 395-acre Mount
Katherine (Wonalancet Nominee Trust)
property, protected by a conservation
easement held by the Green Mountain
Conservation Group, and is part of
more than 1,300 acres of conserved land
in this area contiguous to the White
Mountain National Forest.
LRCT is tremendously grateful to George
and Nancy for their extraordinary
generosity in making this gift. In
addition, we appreciate enormously the
generous financial support provided by
the Wonalancet Preservation Association
and the Elizabeth Ewing Purves Land
Conservation Fund to cover LRCT’s
transaction costs associated with this
conservation project.
The undulating, south-sloping property

contains superb wildlife habitat,
consisting of a mix of conifers and
upland hardwoods. It borders Tewksbury
Brook for more than half a mile. A
handsome area of upthrust ledge can be
found along its eastern boundary. Beech
trees abound, some showing signs of
having been climbed by bears seeking
beech nuts.
Before donating this land to LRCT,
George constructed a cross country ski
trail through the property to connect
with existing trails on both the Mount
Katherine property to the east and the
Sorlien property to the west conserved
by the Squam Lakes Conservation
Society.
George had enormous energy for trailmaking, particularly trails for skiing.
His efforts in Sandwich established a
network of connected trails from his
home in several directions: eastward
toward Wonalancet, southwest toward
Young Mountain, and northwest into the
White Mountain National Forest.
In his home town of Weston,
Massachusetts, George was a member of

the Weston Forest & Trail Association
for 50 years, where he helped to create
a highly-regarded trail system. In
Sandwich, where he loved to ski, he had
collaborated with several conservation
organizations and the Town of
Sandwich, to conserve six properties
since the late 1980s.
George was doing what he loved most—
skiing on his trails—just a few days
before he died. We feel fortunate to have
known George and to have been the
beneficiary of his and Nancy’s generosity.
His energy and commitment to
conservation will be missed, yet always
remembered.

LRCT and SLCS “Exchange” Conservation Easements
a conservation easement granted by Leo Dwyer to SLCS
in 2007. SLCS purchased the property last year, and the
conservation easement granted to LRCT provides additional
protection beyond SLCS’s ownership.

We are pleased to announce that in late 2017 LRCT accepted
a conservation easement from the Squam Lakes Conservation
Society (SLCS) on 86.5 acres of land known as the Eastman
Brook Conservation Area in Sandwich. The easement protects
a significant portion of Eastman Brook, an important tributary
to Squaw Cove, as well as key wildlife habitat and scenic road
frontage on Route 113, and it connects SLCS’s Doublehead
Preserve and Allen Preserve. The land was first protected through

We are also pleased to announce that earlier this year LRCT
granted conservation easements to SLCS on a total of 242
acres in Sandwich consisting of part of LRCT’s KusumpeIntervale Ponds Preserve and LRCT’s Beede Farm-Lost Lake
Preserve. These properties encompass significant woodland
and wetland habitat and approximately 10,000 feet of frontage
on Kusumpe and Intervale Ponds and Lost Lake. LRCT had
previously granted a conservation easement to SLCS on the
remainder of the Kusumpe-Intervale Ponds Preserve. Like
the Eastman Brook conservation easement, these easements
provide additional protection for the LRCT-owned lands.
These transactions are the most recent in a long history
of collaboration between LRCT and SLCS, along with
key supporters of both organizations, in conserving
and stewarding key lands in the Squam Watershed and
cooperating to strengthen the conservation protection of
each organization’s lands. In addition to projects in the area
northeast of Squam, LRCT and SLCS have worked together
on such notable projects as the Pine Hill Conservation Area
in Moultonborough and Center Harbor Woods in Center
Harbor. LRCT greatly values this partnership with SLCS, and
we look forward to more conservation successes in the future.
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Lakes Region Strategic Conservation Plan
Earlier this year LRCT completed a project
to update the 2011 Lakes Region Strategic
Conservation Plan, which had been developed
through a collaborative effort of conservation
organizations and agencies led by the Society for
the Protection of New Hampshire Forests. That
plan utilized extensive natural resources data and
input from the participants to generate a map
illustrating the conservation importance of each
part of the region’s landscape.
In the spring of 2017, LRCT initiated the effort
to develop the new Plan, in partnership with The
Nature Conservancy, the New Hampshire Fish
and Game Department, and the Forest Society.
The new Plan builds on the 2011 Plan, utilizes the
latest Wildlife Action Plan and other data layers,
and incorporates the latest Climate Change
Resilience Science from TNC, developed through
years of research by TNC’s Eastern Regional
Office. TNC’s Resilient and Connected Landscapes
for Terrestrial Conservation report integrates
resilience, diversity, and permeability to identify
a connected network of lands through the
entire Eastern United States having great value
as resilient landscape—naturally resistant to
drought, flooding, and changing temperatures—
and great significance for biodiversity.
Dan Sundquist of Greenfire GIS provided the
GIS analysis that enabled us to regionalize the
TNC data for use within a 1,660 square mile, 41town study area encompassing the entire Lakes
Region. Dan then produced a set of maps, ArcGIS
map packages, and a technical report which we
are sharing with conservation organizations
working throughout the Lakes Region and
beyond.

The Open Space Institute was an early supporter of this project and connected
us with technical advisors and with the Land Trust Alliance, which provided
major funding assistance. The Forest Society also contributed funding, and staff
of all the partnering organizations donated significant time to the effort.
The new Plan and its maps and report represent new and powerful tools for
identifying, evaluating, and prioritizing land conservation opportunities. We
have begun to meet with town conservation commissions to introduce the new
Plan and explore how it can suggest new opportunities for collaboration in the
vital work of conserving the region’s natural heritage.
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Welcome to New Staff Members
Leah Hart

Conservation Easement Steward
In May LRCT welcomed new Conservation Easement
Steward Leah Hart. Before joining LRCT, Leah worked
in a similar position at the Society for the Protection
of New Hampshire Forests, and prior to that held
seasonal land stewardship and education positions
with The Nature Conservancy and the Appalachian
Mountain Club. Leah is a graduate of St. Lawrence
University, where she majored in Conservation
Biology. As a Lakes Region native, Leah looks forward
to playing a key role in stewarding the conserved lands of the region, and we are
very pleased to have her as a member of the LRCT team.

LRCT
Happenings

LRCT strives to provide opportunities for
people to enjoy and learn from conserved
lands and to get together with LRCT
supporters and volunteers to appreciate
and care for these special places.
UPCOMING EVENTS
Visit our website for details and other
events:

Anne Liberti

Administrative Coordinator
In June LRCT welcomed our newest staff
member, Administrative Coordinator Anne
Liberti. Prior to joining LRCT, Anne worked
as a Natural Resource Management Assistant
for Virginia State Parks. Anne graduated
Stony Brook University with a bachelor’s
degree in Environmental Studies and went
on to earn a Master of Forestry degree from
the Nicholas School of the Environment at
Duke University. Originally from New York,
Anne is happy to return to the northeast
and assist in the conservation of natural
resources.

Guided Fall Foliage to the Sugarloaf Ridge
– Goose Pond Conservation Area
Fri | Sept 28 | 9:00 a.m. –1:00 p.m. |
Alexandria

Halloween Pumpkin Walk at the Castle
in the Clouds Conservation Area
Fri | Oct 12 | 5:30 p.m. –7:30 p.m. |
Moultonborough

STEWARDSHIP WORKDAYS
If working outdoors and accomplishing
a goal appeals to you, then you may wish
to participate in one of our stewardship
workdays. LRCT Land and Stewardship
Director Dave Mallard, along with
our AmeriCorps crew, will hold a trail
maintenance workday at:

Coming Soon—New Explorer Patch Program!
We are excited to announce the new LRCT Explorer Patch
Program, modeled on the popular Castle in the Clouds
Hiker Achievement Patch Program. This new
program is designed to encourage people to explore
a wide range of LRCT conserved lands throughout
the region and learn about lands that they might
not otherwise visit.
Once you become a member of LRCT and visit
the 20 properties included in the program, you
may submit an application to obtain your patch.
There is no time limit for earning the patch, and you
may hike, snowshoe, or cross-country ski on your visits. The
Explorer Patch application and requirements will be posted soon on the LRCT website.
We extend great thanks to Joanne O’Connor Whitten and the rest of the Outreach
and Communications Committee, as well as former LRCT Communications and
Administrative Coordinator Erin Mastine, whose dedication and enthusiasm have made
this program possible.

Stay tuned for updates by signing up for LRCT e-blasts, liking our
Facebook page, and visiting our website—lrct.org
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Sewall Woods Conservation Area
Sat | Sept 22 | 9:00 a.m. –12:00 p.m. |
Wolfeboro

————
Stay current with all LRCT happenings by
joining our e-blast list or by checking the
events calendar on our website. We look
forward to seeing you out on the trails!
lrct.org.

2017 LRCT
Financial Summary

Land Protection and
Stewardship Project
Contributions

Annual Fund/
Unrestricted
Contributions

$167,746

$438,592

Assets

Total
Revenues

Other
Income
$22,520

Unrestricted Funds

$

Grants
$51,558

$1,300,831

253,916

Land Protection and
Stewardship Funds

$

567,668

Grants Receivable/Pledges

$

10,000

Investments —
General

$ 1,936,744

Investments —
Land Protection

$

510,144

Investments —
Stewardship

$

527,294

Investments —
Special Projects

$

129,522

Conservation Land and
Conservation Easements

$ 25,505,699

Other Property and
Equipment

$

754,874

Other Assets

$

4,539

Land and
Conservation
Easement Donations

Investment
Earnings

$181,231

$439,184

Program Service
$467,066
74%

Total
Expenses
$629,792

Liabilities

$ (207,964)

TOTAL

$ 29,992,436

Management
and General
$81,443
13%

Fundraising
$81,283
13%

Note: Total Expenses include LRCT's functional expenses by category for
purposes of IRS Form 990. Additional expenses during 2017 included: Land
Acquisition—$185,410 and Headquarters Expansion, Improvement, and
Energy Efficiency—$58,895.

LRCT Joins Nationwide Conversation
on Carbon Sequestration
We were honored to be featured in an article in the Spring 2018 issue of
the Land Trust Alliance’s Saving Land magazine. The article, “Looking to
the Land to Mitigate Climate Change”, speaks to the importance of carbon
sequestration in connection with climate change. We hope you will have
an opportunity to read this article to see how LRCT’s forest carbon project
relates to the nationwide conversation.
You may read the article at the link below.

http://s3.amazonaws.com/landtrustalliance.org/
SavingLandMagazineSpring2018.pdf
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CONSERVE

Special Thanks to…
• Tony Halsey for his leadership on the LRCT Headquarters
improvement and expansion project.
• Moe Criasia for all of her volunteer work and for her friendship.
• Jennifer Huntington, Peggy Merritt, and Ron Lawler for their
leadership on LRCT’s initiative with local schools.
• Ashley Clark, Allan Dibiase, Ken Klapper, and Ken MacGray
for their photos.
• Montie Fiske for her extraordinarily generous donation of a
pontoon boat and motor.
• Tom Powers of Alpha Yacht Surveys for providing us with an
appraisal for the new LRCT pontoon boat.
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ENJOY
EXPLORE
CONNECT
JOIN

